
Minutes of York Wednesday Wheelers Committee Meeting, November 13,
 
2018, Mick’s House 

 
Present: Patrick Hollier (chair), Dave Bean, Keith Benton, Mick Lovett, Andrew Monk (minutes), 
Adrian Setter, Alan Spencer, Pam Wilson (cake). 
1. Apologies: None  
2. Comments from WW members, by email and at the AGM   
PH summarised the comments received.  
It was agreed that the practicalities of cycling in a group and finding suitable cafe stops made it 
necessary for us to move to 3 groups.  
3. Requirements for a third Wheelers ride group  
Different possibilities were discussed including Alan Spencer’s Easy Wheelers proposal. The 
three rides should somehow be engineered to attract an equal number of people. The 
importance of the social element was also stressed. PH, AS and AM had examined their 
records of recent rides and found that Ride 1 generally achieved an average speed of 13 to 14 
mph and Ride 2 an average of around 12 mph. 
It was agreed that, as a trial, for the January and February rides, there should be three 
independent rides each week, i.e., going to different 1100 and lunch stops. These would be 
labelled Ride 1, Ride 2a and Ride 2b. Ride 1 leaders will aim to achieve an average speed of 
13 to 14 mph, Rides 2a and 2b, an average of about 12 mph. 
Actions: AM and PH to write a paper explaining the new arrangements to be given out at the 
Christmas Dinner. This should stress this is a trial and we are hoping everyone will help to make 
it work. AM to put a description the three rides on the ‘Join us’ web page. 
4. Rides programme details 
It was agreed that, (i) we should abandon the joint rides; (ii) Ride 1 should try having only 1 stop 
this January and February, (iii) distances should be largely under the control of the leader. 
Actions: PH to devise a Rides Calendar for January and February. AM to include some 
indication of distances, in summer and winter, in the description the three rides on the ‘Join us’ 
web page. 
5. Ride Leaders  
The problems faced by leaders were discussed, particularly keeping to a suitable pace when 
pressed by riders wishing to go faster and discipline when riding in a group. AM tabled the 
instructions sent out to new leaders, explaining that there had been few new leaders since this 
document had been agreed by AM, DB and ML. 
Actions: Everyone on committee should try to identify and talk to potential new leaders. AM and 
PH to re-write the ‘instructions to new leaders’ adding tips on how to control riders pushing the 
pace and how to encourage the formation of gaps. PH to send these instructions to all existing 
leaders. PH to send leaders an email prior to the first ride of the new scheme encouraging 
leaders to engage with riders in the square in order to encourage them to divide into even sized 
groups. AM to modify the Riding with Us page re. making a gap and riding ahead of the leader. 
6. AOB  
(i) NYCTC grant application – ongoing. 
(ii) Flikr charges - It was agreed that we should pay the charge to store over 1000 photos. 
(iii) It was agreed that these minutes should be published on the website. 


